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It is now evident that many people want to
get back together at live events. However,
virtual and hybrid still have a large role in
the marketplace. The question is, how do you
keep people engaged online?

There are so many creative ways to make
your virtual/hybrid event engaging and
tailored to your audience. You know your
stakeholders better than anyone.

When hiring an online event platform, make
sure the company understands your vision
and can provide you with the right
engagement tools for your specific needs.

Keep reading to learn about how to know
what types of engagement tools will work
for your audience and some available
options to consider when creating your
hybrid event strategy.

INTRODUCTION
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Do prizes motivate your audience?

Are your attendees "fun" or more serious?

Do attendees all have the same knowledge
level for trivia-type engagement tools?

Do you need social networking/cocktail hours?

Do you need engagement within groups?

Can you incorporate an event theme into your
engagement strategy?

Can you provide increased ROI for sponsors
through engagement tools?

Engagement Considerations 
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We all want to have an engaging online event, but
there are a few things you should consider before
choosing the best engagement tools for your
audience.

QUESTIONS  TO  ASK  YOURSELF . . .



Online Engagement Tools
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There are many online engagement tools available
to keep your attendees engaged and enthusiastic
while attending your event. Check out a few of these
ideas and consider which ones meet the needs of
your event stakeholders. If you answered the
questions on the previous page, you will know which
types of engagement tools will be appropriate for
your event.  

One way to make everything more fun is to ensure
your platform offers a leaderboard and that
attendees can see where they stand compared to
other attendees. Prizes are always fun!

     Quizzes 
     Surveys 
     Branded Individual Games
     Branded Team Games
     Networking Sessions with an Activity
     Virtual Cocktail Hours
     Photo Booths

Questions? Reach out for help understanding the
right engagement strategy for your upcoming
events.  Your sponsors will thank you and so will your
attendees!


